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The purpose of the meeting 'was on one side to bring together

people working in physically motivated probability theory

and to. examine, at least for some problem classes helonging

to that field, the present state of knowledge; .on the other

side, not only mathematicians, but also physicist~ and phy

sical chemists had been invited. It was expected that mathe

maticians should get some information about the motivation

and the physical interest of certain questions, and also

that applied scientists should get acquainted with available

techniques and what is riqorously known at present. This idea

was essentially realized at the meeting. The number of parti

cipants was relatively small, 31, because same invited persons

did not attend. (Maybe one reason for that was just the sche

duling: in no country there were vacations anymore that time.

But that fact provided us with time for additional informal

discussions and seminars; also everybody could expose his ideas
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in an appropriate way. we had 24 talks in 9 sessions.)Thus

the actual composition of the participants was somehow random;

but the main currents in probability and applications, which

the organizers had in mind when conceiving the idea of the

meeting were weIl represented.-Those points, on ·which inter-

est was focussed, were:

C1) R~ndom media and their effective transport coefficients

2) Evolutions of properly rescaled stochastic systems

(It is clear that there, is an intimate connection between

1) and 2): a diffusion in a random environment e.g. is a

basic paradigma for either group of problems).

Other topics included mechanical syst'ems and their ergodic

theory, large deviations, .and Gibbs states at equilibrium.

It is easy to mention topics' in mathematical physics which

were not covered at all (field theory, percolation, self-

avoiding codes); hut in concentrating on .'1) and 2), seen

from a mathematicians and" a physicists point of view, we

gave ourselves a realistic scope within which a reasonable

work was possible and actually done - as we believe.

•

-.
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vortragsauszüge

H. van Beijeren: Some remarks on the approach to the diffu

sion limit and on the Einstein' relation

between conducting and diffusion constant

Under which conditions may a physical process be described

macroscopically by a linear diffusion equation? Existence

of the diffusion coefficient, as defined by the Green-Kubo

integral, is not sufficient. On the other hand approach to

B~ownian motion under appropriate scalings of space and

time is not sufficient either as is demonstrated by a simple

model. Possible conditions for the appro~ch to the diffusion

limit are discussed.

c. Boldrighini: Ergodie properties of one-dimensionuldeter

ministic infinite particle systems of classi

cal mechanics

•

,Ergodie properties of infinite particle systems of classical

statistical mechanics were known until recently only for IIdege

perate" interactions (free gas, one-dimensional identical hard

rods, harmonie 6scillators), i.e. for systems the motion of

which can be reduced in some sense to 'free motion. Recently

it has been possible to obtain (by me and other authors) strong

ergodie properties for interacting one-dimensional systems WhiC~
consist,of a IIlocalized" subsystem interacting with a free gas.

We prove that they are Bernoulli systems by proving the strong

mixing property for a suitable process. Unfortunately na good

estimate on the strong mixing rate is available r so that we

cannot get at present central limit theorems for the interesting

quantities. Weaker results can be obtained for the classical

problem of 'a massive particle on a line interacting with a free

gas.
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E. Bolthausen: Precise aSymptoticsin large deviations

The theory of large deviations discusses probabi1ities

which become sma11 and smaller as an index n called time
n

goes to infinity. The simplest example is P(ig1 xi/n ~ a)

where Xi are i.i.d. random variables with mean < a .

The Donsker-Varadhan theory is concerned with empirical

measures Ln of Markov chai~and processe~. An application

of the theory leads to asymp~otic evaluations of expec

tations of the form E(exp(n-r(Ln ») leading to a ~ar~a-'

tional formula

1im 1 log E(exp(n.F(L ») = sup(F(~) - h(~»
n"'OO n n ~

h being the so-called entropy function.

Under certain conditions a better asymptotic can be given

in the form

Zn = E (exp (n-F (L ») = a (n)- exp (n.sup (F (~) - h (lJ» )'(1 + 0(1»
n lJ

where a(n) behaves polynomial in n .

This ismainly discussed for non-:degenerate :.situations ;whe're F-h

has a nonvanishing curvature at the maximizing point an~ for

sums of i.i.d. infinite dimensional random vectors.

This asymptotics can be applied to get information on the

limiting behaviour of dPn = exp (n •F (Sn In) )dP Iz "especially

scaling limits for S /n and P .n n

R. Caflisch: A planar boundary value problem for the Boltz

mann equation

Consider a layer of vapor between two liquid5 all of the

same substance. The layer 1s aS5urned to be neither mov1ng

nar grow~ng and i5 gaverned by the nonlinear Boltzmann

equation. The liquid on the left has temperature T~ and on

the right T
r

' and the mqlecular emission into the vapor
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is Maxwellian with temperature T t ' zero velocity, a~d

density P1 so that (Pi,T t ) lie on the phase coexistence

curve. The width of the layer is much larger than the

mean free path for the layer. This steady state problem

is solved using the Chapman-Enskog expansion and linear

boündary layer solutions. Numerical results for model

problems are also presented.

J.-D. Deuschel: The smoothing of infinite dimensional

diffusions and, their properties as Gibbs

measure

The distribution of an.infinite system of locally inter

acting diffusions, Q is considered as a Gibbs rneasure on

the countable product space e(O,1)I • For each i e I the

conditional distribution Oi( ,X) of the i-th coordinate

xi with respect to the a-field generated by xk , k ~ i

is determined.

Dobrushin's contraction teehnique is applied ~o the system

(Qi( ,X» , i 'e I : the coefficients of Dobrushin's matrix

with respect to the Vasserstein metrie is computed and the

interaction is bounded in order to fulfill the uniqueness

condition. As applications the exponenti~l decay of corre

lation and the central limit theorem for funtionals on

C(O,1)I are obtained.

D. Dürr: On the selfdiffusion in a harmonie ehain with randorn

masses

We consider an infinite harmonie chain with nea·rest neighbor

interaction.'Let xi(t) , i e Z, be the position of the i~th

particle at time t • The equations of motion are

•

•
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If the test particle starts at the origin and the rest is

in thermal equilibrium, the test· particle diffuses. We

compute its diffusion constant D for rather general mls •

Theorem. If the following limits exist

lim ..1
L L

L
L

i~o

m.
1.

o
lim.! E m.

L -L 1.

4It then D exists and is equal to

2

ßva ~ + Im

B.U. Felderhof: Effective dielectric constant of.suspensions

of metallic spheres

We discuss the effective dielectric constant €eff of a two

phase composite consisting of a background medium"with die

lectric constant €, and uniform spheres with dielectric

constant €2 • Both these constants may be complex. An im

portant physical example is metallic spheres embedded in

glass. The dielectric ·constant of the meta~ €2(w) is complex

and depends·on frequency w , whereas the dielectric constant·

of glass E:, is real and constant in the frequency ra.nge of

interest. Such a suspension shows a strang absorption l~ne

in.the visible; i.e. the glass i5 colored. We study Eeff in

the framework of the Bergman theory which provides a spectral

representation in terms of the complex variable E'/€2 . Induced

electro5tatic interactions between 5pheres make the spectrum

depend on concentration and hence modify the color of the glass.

We have evaluated the spectrum by use of a cluster expansion

_ for concentrations up to a volume ~raction of metal of a few

percent and find significant deviations from the Clausius-

"Mossotti formula predicted by self-cansistent field theory.

These deviations should be experimentally rneasurable. The work

was carried out in collaboration with R.B. Jones. Joint pub

lications will soon appear in Zeitschrift für Physik B •
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K. Fleischmann: Critical effects for same measure-valued

processes

The processes under consideration are a critic~l measure

valued branching process {X(t) i" t ~ O} and the corresponding
t

integrated process y"(t) = b ds X(s). Here X is a Markov pro-

cess with transition functional

E {exp (-IX (t,dx) ·1(x» X(O) = ~} = exp(-I~(dx).v(t,x» •
( "~O a test function, II a locally finite measure on R

d
) ,

where v solves the equation

v(O,x) = f(x)

(t > 0 , x eRd) for given 0 < a ~ 2 , 0 < ß ~ 1 • Results

are of the following type.

Assurne X(O,dx) = dx and d < ~ +.a. Then y(tJis absolutely

continuous, and in the critical dimension d = alß the den

sities form a self-similar random field with interesting

properties.

We are also interested in the case where.X(O) has an infinite

asymptotic density of mass and exhibitsa nice critical effe~t •

J. Fritz: The Euler equation for interacting diffusions

We consider the infinite system

•
of stochastic equations, where ök E m , k E Z , U is convex,

and E goes to zero. Stationary states of this system are pro

duct measures, the conserved quantity i~ the expectation of

U'(ok). We apply the Papanicolaou-Varadhan-Guo approach to

prove the Euler equation for the conserved quantity A, it
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aA a2 A
reads as at (A) a;L where (A) is the equilibrium

variance of U"(6
k

) The proof is based on some apriori

bounds, i.e. only a qualitative understanding of the problem

is needed.

A. Greven: A phase transition for branching random walks

in a random environment

We study an infinite system of Branching Random Walks on

~ , wher~ birth and deathrates are attaehed ranqomly to

the sites (at time 0). We eonsider also approximating
-d -

systems on eubes of the form [-M,M] • The proeess 15

studied for fixed environment. The longterm behaviour of-

the proeesses for kernels with different drift is eompared.

For the finite systems we show that the random set of·drifts

where the probability to die out is 1 , is of the form la,oo).

For the infinite system it 15 shown that for appropriate

environments the proeess dies out loeally for large drift

and explodes exponentially fast for small drift. This

behaviour 1s approximated by large finite systems.

To prove our results we have to analyze the behaviour of
. t

functionals of the type"E exp( 6 f(Xs)ds) for random walks

(Xs )' where f is typieally the -"indieator of a random subset

of ~d (infinite cardinality).

c. Kipnis: Fluctuation on the oceupation time of a site

We prove that~properly re~ized, the fluctuation in the

oeeupation time of one site in symmetrie simple exelusion

converges to anormal random variable. However the renor

malization factor is strongly dimension dependent.
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R. Klein: On the dynamics of concentrated colloidal dis

persions

Dynamic properties of colloidal suspensions and of micellar

and microemulsion systems, which have been investigated ex

perimentally in recent years by quasi-elastic light and

neutron scattering, are treated on the basis of a many-par

ticle Fokker-Planck equatiön for the distribution function

of the momenta and coordinates of the Brownian particles ..

Using projection operator techniques and mode coupling

approximations, results for bulk and self-diffusion as weIl

as for dynamic viscosities (visco-elastic behaviour) are

calculated. For charge-stabilized colloids for which hydro-.

dynamic interactions are unimportant various quantities of

experimental interest have been evaluated and are found to

be in good agreement with experiment. We have also deter

mined the velocity autocorrelation function V(t) and the

mean-square displacement W(t) of a tagged Brownian particle.

V(t) is found-to be non-exponential and W(t) shows the slowing

down as expected for repulsive interactions.

s. Kotani: Random Schrödinger ooerators

~

Let n = {oo ~ L2 (~1 dx 3) , L(oo) ~ O} , where L(oo) =
2 real 1+ Ix I

- :x2 + w(·) Then, introducing 0x : n+ + n+ ' by 0x w(·) = ~

w(-+x) and z n+ -+ n+ by ZtU(e) = 00(--) , we have

L(zoo)
-1

U. L(w)Uz . z U f (e)
Z

f (- +x)

f(--)

for'f € L2 (m 1 ) • In this talk, a new symmetry K was considered.

For 00 e n+ ' it is known that there exists a unique non-negative

function u(x) satisfying oo(x) = u(x)2 - u' (x) , through which ·

we define

Koo(X) U(X)2 + u' (x) •
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. d * d *Denot1ng R = dx + u , R - dx + u , we see L(w) = R R

anq L(KW) = RR* . Therefore, in view of ker R = ker R* {O},
-1we have L(KW) Uw L(W)Uw with a unitary operator Uw on

L2 (R 1
). Let G {0x ,Z,K}. Then, for a given ex-invariant

probability measure P which is G-ergodic, we can discuss

several spectral properties of L(w) which are valid a.s.

with respect to P ~'We can construct aG-invariant proba

bility measure P with given spectral data .

P. Major: Statistical physical models with a continuous

symrnetry

We are interested in the large scale limit of equilibrium

states with a continuous syrnmetry. A special rnodel,Dyson's

hierarchical vector valued model,is investigated i~ detail.

We presented some new r~sult~among them a new type of limit

theorems.

A. De Masi: Collective phenomena in stochastic many particle

systems: long time behaviour

Several models of interacting particle systems present collec

tive phenomena described by macroscopic equations, PDE, i.e~

the hydrodynamic equations for the system. The analysis of the

corresp~n~ing ~DE.giv~s a qualitative understanding of the dy

namical behaviour of the systems. However,interesting questions

like the presence of stationary states, the study of the sta

bility of the orbits and their complexity, the existence of

stable and unstable manifolds and correspondingly· the value of

the Lyapunov coefficients, cannot, apriori, be i~ferred from

the hydrodynamic equations deriv~d for the system. To investi

gate them one would in fact need to study the asyrnptotic be

havio~r of the PDE, but in general such equation is proved to

describe correctly the system only for finite interva~of time.

The problem is therefore that of either extending its range of
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validity, at least in a sense which allows to study the

above questions, or, alternatively, to find corrections

(to the PDE) which take into account the possible new

phenomena occurring at larger tirnes. Such problem has a

weIl known physical counterpart' , the so called "lang

time layer", whose analysis is linked to the "Navier

Stokes corrections" to the Euler equations.

I shall present very preliminary results concerning the

above questions in the case of. two models of stochastic

int~racting particle systems. The first one is a model

of particles with spin which move by stirring and whose

spins change according to a Glauber n.n. interaction. In

the limit when the stirring is much faster than the time

scale of the Glauber interaction one .can prove that the

PDE fo~ the system is a reaction-diffusion equation.

The second model is the symmetrie simple exclusion pro

cess in the case when a slowly varying external field is

added. The corresponding PDE is the Burger equation with

viscosity'-

M. Nagasawa: A statistical model of segregation

Motivated by the Kolmogoroff's relation between an in

variant measure (density) and the drift coefficient of

a diffusion process, we consider a microscopic model

which has the invariant measure as an equilibrium dis

tribution (based on Vlasov-McKean picture). It is shown

that if we take distributiansof excited states of a

Schrödinger equation and pair interactions between micro

scopic particles, ~hen we must consider a system of co

loured particles, between which there is a strong (sin

gular) repulsive interaction. The propagation of chaos

(of Kac-McKean) holds for the system of coloured particles.

•

'.
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H. Osada: Propagation of chaos for the vorticity equation

associated with the two-dimensional Navier-Stokes

equation

We shall establish a rigorous.derivation of the two dimen

sional vorticity equation associated with the Navier-Stokes

equation from a many particle system as a propagation of

chaos.

Let zn
t

(Zn,i) be the solution of
t

i 1 n
o-dB

t
+ (n-1)- - L

j*i
j=1

(i = 1,2, •• ,n )

where G(z) = -(2TI)-1 loglzl and 'V~ = (V , -V ) , and-let
y x

Zt be the McKean process associated with the two dimensional

Navier-Stokes equation. Set" (z)dz 1 , ••• ,dz #u 7l and 'fdz~'Zo
. n <Xl n 2 0

and assume {ln} is 1dz-chaotic and 1 e L (R ) • Then our

result is

Theorem. There exists a positive constant V o such that, if

v = ! 0 2 G V o ' then ~,m = (Zn,1, ••. ,zn,m) converges to the

m independent copies of Z, as n + !XI •

G. Papanicolaou: Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process in a random medium

In this'work carried out with S. Varadhan we consider the

Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process

dx(t)

dv(t)

v(t)dt

-v(t)dt + 12 dw(t) + Q (x(t),m)dt
·x

in md X md with Q(x,W) a stationary, bounded r~ndom function

that represents the external random potential. We assurne t~at

1Qx(x,w) I S C uniformly in x and wen, where (Q,F,Pf is a
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probability space. The main result is that if x(O) = 0

and xE(t) = EX(t/S 2 ) then xE(t) , 0 ~ t ~ T < con

verges weakly as S ~ 0 to Brownian motion in md
with

an. infinitesimal variance that is characteriz~d precisely.

The main point of this paper is to show that a non-rever

sible process in a random medium does have diffusive be

haviour. It is not known in general that this is truo ex

cept for reversible processes.

M. Pulvirenti: Some stochastic processes of interest in

fluid dynamics

Stochastic vortex methods for approximating the solutions

of the Navier-Stokes equations are reviewed. In particular

convergence results in 2 and 3 dimensions are discussed.

The problems arising by the presence of the boundary and

partial results are analyzed.

Finally, the problem of the construction of invaria~t.

measures for the 2-D Euler flow and the connection with

the fully developed turbulence is presented.

•

H. Spohn: Ground state properties of open guantum systems:

Problems in functional integration and one-dirnen-

sional. statistical mechanics systems with long •

range forces

Ground state praperties of open quantum systems pose same

challenging problems in the theory of one-dimensional sta

tistical mechanics systems with long range forces. The

prototypical measure on path space is

-1 T T T
lim Z(T) PT(dq(e»exp(- J dtV(q(t» - Jdt f dsWclq(t) - q(sll,lt-sl»
T~ -T -T -T
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with W(q,t) = f d
3
kX(k)2 exp(-w(k) (tl + ikq). PT is the

Brownian bridge on [-T,T] . Z(T) norroalizes the measure

to one. If V = 0 , under what conditions does E (q(E-
2
t)-q(O»

converge to Brownian motion as E + 0 ? If V is a double

weIl potential, when is the limit measure unique (existence

and absence of a phase transition)? Some partial answers

are supplied.

D. Sz~sz: Heat conduction in a caricature model of the

Lorentz gas

Because of the existence of a Markov partition for the

planar Sinai billiard, random walks with internal states

have been useful for approximating Lorentz processes with

a periodic configuration of scatterers. First we suppose

that a RW w IS evolves between two stochastic barriers

kept at temperatures T, and T2 at distance L tending to

infinity. For this· model we calculate the heat conductivity

coefficient which shows a dependence on the boundary con

ditions. Moreover, the temperature profile is hyperholic.

This contradiction is explained by the fact that the non

interacting particles of agas do not get to local equi

librium. In a second model, the temperature of the scatt~s

varies and is determined by the laws of particle conservation

and of constant energy flux. The temperature profile is now

linear and the heat conductivity is again expressed. The

mathernatical methods rely upon the spectral theory of matrix.

polynomials and on Keldysh ' expansion of the resolvente

A.-S. Sznitman: Some connections between excursion theory

and the discrete random Schrödinger equation

We use here discrete excursion theory and the Ray-Knight

theorem in order to study questions concerning the.analy

ticity of the density of states "at low disorder", as weIl
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as its smoothness properties, in one dimension. Ou~ method

also enables us to compute asymptotics of quantities such

as E~v[exp(-fLiV(L~)dY]',where V is continuous and Li the

local time- of the Brownian bridge.

B. T6th: Bounds for the limiting variance of the Ifheavy

particle" in m1 •Consider the following one-dimensional infinite point

particle system: a. particle of mass M (the heavy particle)

is surrounded by particles of mass rn = 1 (light particles)

distributed accordin9 to a Poisson measure of density p = 1.

The velocities of the particles are distributed independently

according to Gaussian laws of mean zero and variances M- 1

(for the h.p.) respectively m- 1 = 1 (for the l.p.'s) 

Maxwellian distributions with inverse temperature ß = 1 .

The dynarnics of the system is governed by the laws of classi

cal mechanics assuming elastic collisions among the.particles.

This dynarnics is weIl defined with probability one with re

spect to the equilibri~m measure described above. Let Vt be

the 'velocity and Qt =.~ Vsds the displacement of the h.p.

at the moment t • It is expected that IE Qt/E converges in

distribution to a nondegenerate Wiener process as E ~ 0 .

For supporting this belief we prove that for any 0 < M < 00

lim
t~oo

(E fE
"2

~ 1-
TI

The upper bound is sharp: it is exactly the equal mass

(M = m = 1) limit variance. From the proof we can conclude

also that It is the correct nontrivial norming of Qt ·
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R. Tough: Stochastic models of·molecular reorientation

The rotational motion of a moleeule in a dense fluid is in

general very complex. In the case of methyl cyanide.this

motion can, as a result of the large difference between

the moments of inertia parallel and perpendicular to ·t~e

molecular axis of syrnmetry, be decomposed into tumbling

and spinning components. This separation can be effected

forrnally through a cumulant expansion of the orienta~ional.

correlation functions, which also exposes the non-Gaussian

statistical character of the ~ngular velocity w11 about the

symmetry axis. These features are exhibited in the results .

of mo~ecular dynamics simulations, whic? also show that w
11

displays a persistent tail in its autocorrelation function.

Two stochastic models for w
11

are put forward and studied

by numerical simulation. The first, anon-linear Larigevin

equation, is able to account for the observed non-Gaussian

features revealed by the cumulant expansion hut does not

reproduce the persistence seen in <w 11 (0) w11 (t» . The

second, a Kubo oscillator driven by a suitably.chos~n non

Gaussian noise process, is able to reproduce this feature

at the expense of a loss in straightforward physical inter

pretati0!1.

M.E. Vares: Survival of large dimensional basic contact

process

Let (E;~ A (t» denote the d-dimensional basic contact.
, t~o

process, as introduced by Harris. It is a continuous time

Markov (FeIler) process with values on {O,1}td , such that

for each x e rfi ~ (t ,x) flips from 1 to 0 at rate one, and

from 0 to 1 with rate A- L ~(t,y) (lxi Lixil) .~~
r

y:ly-x 1= 1
{O,1}:t1denotes the initial-state (identifying C;: e with

{x : ~(x) = 1}). It is weIl known that for each d the~e
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exists 0 < Ad < +00 , so th~t for A < A
d

50 is the only

invariant measure, and when A > Ad there are exactly

two extremal invariant measures, 5~ and Vd,A • It is

also known that dA
d

+ 1/2 as d + +00 (Holley, Liggett

(81 ), Griffeath (83».

Here we study the behaviour of Vd,A

naturally we take A

Theorem: If Y > 1/2 , then

as d + +00 (and •
lim
d++oo

SUJ?,.l
ASr
A finite

v -1 { B
d,yd.

B n A !lJ} - (1 /2 y ) lAll o

As a corollary one gets the limiting behaviour of the sur-

d~ f { } {{0 } .1 dvival probability. p(d,A) Vd,A B: 0 € B P ~d,A(t) F ~ ,

Vt ~ O} •

Corollary: y > 0 ~

lim
. d++ oo

-1
p(d,yd ) (1 - 1/2y) V 0 .

Joint work with Roberto Schonmann (IME-USP).

Berichterstatter: H. Rost
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